
Museum Fortress Europe

The location of the Fortress

“Europe” was, until the last century, the name given to the western part of the avurasi-
an continent. Its exact extension changed throughout the historical ages. Towards the 
eastern direction, the Black Sea formed its limitation. Towards the south, the strait of 
Gibraltar and the Bosporus were seen as “natural” borders to the African and the Asian 
continent. As in the early wheels‘ age, no flight technology was yet developed, geogra-
phic elements like water and mountains seem to have been misinterpreted as divine ta-
boos of trespassing.

»Fortress Europe«

Until the 21st century of Old European Calendar (O.E.C.), Fortezzism [see ital. Fortez-
za/Fortress] was the constitutive paradigm of policies on the avurasian continent, having 
long lasting worldwide impact on social interactions of human kind. Until these days, his-
torians are disputing on what lead to the decline of Fortezzian empire. While some con-
sider growing internal tensions and antagonisms within the system as the reason, others 
are emphasizing the role of resistance movements inside and outside “the fortress”. This 
exhibition is dedicated to the emergence and the ways of functioning of the fortress, put-
ting a special focus on its effects on newly arriving inhabitants. 
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The construction of Fortress Europe

How could a sub-
continent be segre-
gated?

What motivated one part 
of human kind at those 
times to inclose them-
selves within fortress 
walls? What were the 
historical conditions 
that lead to the const-
ruction of an enormous 
fortification system as 
well as to the develop-
ment of a fortress mind-
set? From where came 
the construction mate-
rials and who were tho-
se who had to build it?

From the pre-Fortezzian age to the construction of the fortress

According to generally acknowledged scholars‘ doctrine, the beginning of the pre-Fortezzian age, the pre-
lude of “Fortress Europe”, is dated today around the year 1500 of the Old European Calendar (O.E.C.). 
Between 1500 and 1900 O.E.C., European warlords, at times heavily at war with each other, succeeded 
to conquer first the Americas and later on almost the whole of South- and Central Asia and Africa during 
raids of previously unknown dimension. One of the big tragedies of human history in this context was the 
so-called transatlantic triangle trade – the violent displacement of millions of inhabitants of Africa for sla-
ve work in the Americas, the export of agricultural raw matrials to Europe, early industrial manufacturing 
and retailing – as well as the colonisation of the besieged parts of the world. 
These were the preconditions for the rise of Europe to become the leading power of an emerging capita-
list global economy and for the gradual construction of the fortress. At times of economic prosperity, like 
the period of reconstruction after Worldwar II, Europe recruited a significant number of labour force from 
outer-Fortezzian territories, especially for low-paid sectors of production. Confronted with the experience 
that the new inhabitants didn‘t let themselves simply be subjected to rigid restrictions, but pursued their 
own interests, European powers reacted with intensified restrictions of influx and living, whereby the out-
lines of a European architecture of borders and thus the entry into the high Fortezzian age became more 
and more apparent.

Statement of a Viennese 
from Nigeria, 2012 O.E.C.

„What we hear everywhe-
re is »Why Did You Come 
Here?« like if it is not re-
achable at all. That‘s ex-
actly the same question 
they are yet to answer sin-
ce they came down to Afri-
ca to take slaves by all me-
ans necessary. Europeans 
were able to reach Asia, 
America and Africa long 
time ago to practice their 
highly lucrative one-si-
ded colonial tradings, why 
are they crying over im-
migrant‘s influx now?“   

      [C]

[Translation:]

„Was wir immer zu hören be-
kommen ist: »Warum bist Du 
hierher gekommen?«, als ob das 
ein Ding der Unmöglichkeit 
wäre. Die Antwort auf genau 
diese Frage blieben sie schuldig, 
seid sie nach Afrika kamen um 
mit allen erdenklichen mitteln 
Sklaven zu nehmen. Europä-
er kamen  schon vor langer Zeit 
nach Asien, Amerika und Afri-
ka um ihren hoch lukrativen, 
einseitigen kolonialen Handel 
auszuüben - warum regen sie 
sich jetzt über die Zuwanderung 
von Migrant_innen auf?“

      
             [C.]

About coming, leaving, stay-ing... 
[in: Cil, Hasan. Anfänge einer Epoche. Ehemalige türkische Gastarbeiter erzählen. Schiler.]
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The fence and the moat

Defence? 
Protection?

The fences consisted of 
a semi-permeable mem-
brane. Using the justifi-
cation of protecting sur-
vival and property, the 
fortress served for cre-
ating a hermetic shield 
against people from 
other parts of the world. 
Europeans, on the other 
hand, used to pass the 
fence towards the outs-
ide, searching for possi-
bilities of investment or 
leisure activities.

„On our way to Europe… Part II“
[Quelle: http://birdsofimmigrants.jogspace.net/ - Published on September 5, 2010 in Patra]„For 14 hours I couldn‘t move, without any voice.“ 

[Quelle: http://birdsofimmigrants.jogspace.net/]
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European politicians with Libya‘s 
head of state Ghaddafi before his fall.

Scanner for finding persons, used by 
customs offices at an Eastern Euro-
pean border.

„On our way to Europe… Part I“
[Quelle: http://birdsofimmigrants.jogspace.net/ - Published on September 5, 2010 in 
Iran and Patra]

Logo and advertisement of FRONTEX 
(European agency for operative co-
operation at the external borders).
[Source: http://frontex.europa.eu/]

Refugee boat in the Me-
diterranean.

Southern ends of Euro-
pean mainland:
Tarifa/ Spain

The external borders of the fortress 

The fortifications built during the high Fortezzian age differed significally from the hermetic walls of mili-
tary fortifications from earlier centuries: „It folds up and multiplies itself, shifting pro and fro, to third- and 
fourth countries as well as towards the inside of the national territory” *, a scholar of that time descri-
bed the specific character of the border fortifications. In some places, fences and moats were built up at 
the direct land borders to extra-Fortezzian territories. But the most important role played spatially flexible 
practices of persecution. The latter reached its historical peak through the intrigues of the so-called “FRON-
TEX border protection agency”. Under the command of FRONTEX, a territory stretching out over thousands 
of kilometers from the eastern land fortifications up to the coast of Senegal was turned into a hardly tra-
versable danger zone. The ruins of burnt out Fortezzian strongholds erected along the outer fortifications 
from Lampedusa over Greece up to Ukrainia, preserved until today as warning reminders of horrors long 
gone, served, according to contemporary state of knowledge, as dungeons for arrested travelers. For the 
purpose of special humiliation of the persons locked in, these dungeons were named “detention centers“ 
or “welcoming centers“. In order to externalise the fortifications far outside the borders of Fortezzian ter-
ritory, rulers of extra-Fortezzian states were engaged as henchpeople. Their task was to arrest would-be 
travelers before they could reach the outer fortifications of Europe. Moreover, by signing so-called “read-
mission agreements”, they guaranteed to “take back” those citoyens who were displaced from inner-Fortez-
zian territories by force. According to contemporary state of knowledge, the conditions for such practices 
were rooted in economic dependencies established since colonisation, combined with corruption. The exact 
death toll of Fortezzian control practices can hardly be reconstructed due to widespread deletion of proofs 
and exhibits, but a number of victims of far more than 10000 can be claimed for sure at least for the peri-
od between 1990 and 2010 O.E.C.**

Drawings by minor travelers
In the weblog „Birds of immigrants“, young victims of the border regime published their experience. 

* [Schneider, Florian in: cross the border (Hg.) kein mensch ist illegal. Ein Handbuch zu einer Kampagne. ID Verlag, 1999]
**[Standard online 31.03.2009 u.a.]
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The internal structure 
of Fortress Europe

About shifts, 
break throughs , 
push-backs

Towards the outside, the 
architecture of Fortress 
Europe presented itself as 
an omnious and well-forti-
fied block, towards the insi-
de as an interlaced system 
of seemingly permeable, 
but for many people hard-
ly passable chambers (“na-
tions”). The priciple of se-
paration was prolongated 
also inside the borders of 
the fortress from the cen-
tre to the outer chambers. 

The architecture of inner- 
Fortezzian order  

While the fortress presented itself as a closed 
construction towards its external borders, 
the inside was shaped by relations of com-
petition between the various chambers. This 
contradiction was reflected by the Schen-
gen-agreements, dating since 1985 O.E.C., 
which were crucial for the architecture of 
high Fortezzian age. The latter introduced 
a process of gradual cutback of static bor-
der controls between the chambers, while 
traveling restrictions and central recording 
of personal data were harmonized and in-
tensified against citoyens of extra-Fortezzi-
an states. The economically and politically 
leading chambers of so-called “core Euro-
pe” were anxious to keep new-Fortezzian 
migrants inside the outer chambers. These 
practices were regulated by the “Dublin II” 
- agreement, meaning that a person had to 
apply for “asylum” only where she had first 
entered the fortress. For many new-Fortez-
zians, this meant a long lasting journey wi-
thout any rights, without any arrival, without 
any future: Passing the gates to Avusturia 
or Almanya could mean to be flung back to 
Hungaria, Greece, Malta or Italia the next day 
and to find oneself, here as well as there, in 
a refugee slum or in a detention camp un-
der conditions hardly to imagine nowadays. 

„Birds don’t have 
nation they don’t 
have borders.“

Drawings and weblog comments by young migrants

my shoes arrived in italy!
Published on March 24, 2010 

yesterday i was hiding in a truck with my friends, but police found us. they 
took our shoes away and told us to leave: “now your shoes will go to ita-
ly without you. you don’t need them anymore!” now i borrow a pair of old 
shoes from a friend. they are too small but i have no others.

finally I left!
Published on March 23, 2010 

I was in Kumenisia for two or three months. I tried going to Italy. It was 
not my first time in Greece. I was already deported twice back: once from 
the UK and once from Austria. Greece is really shit! I had a Pink Card in 
Greece after my deportation but anything else. I was also deported back 
from Italy several times upon arrival. They locked us in toilettes – 4, 5 per-
sons together. We were brought to Patra. I immediately returned to Kumenisia 
because I had to leave. Now I am in Autriche with my family. I hope I find 
a way to stay here. I never want to go back to Greece.

[source (drawings and comments): http://birdsofimmigrants.jogspace.net/]



Inside the fortress

Daily life of those who 
arrived
„Asylum“ was defined as a right 
for protection from persecution 
and thus claimed by some peop-
le. Anyhow, the term refers to the 
fact that during Fortezzian age, 
global freedom of movement was 
no generally accepted standard.

Those migrants who had managed to 
blaze a trail through fortifications and 
internal borders awaited life in unsa-
fe conditions inside the fortress. In 
many cases, new-Fortezzians were 
urged to live with a legally unsafe or 
completely “illegal” status. Moreover, 
the chances to be granted “asylum” 
were extremely little. Those who had 
applied for asylum were often forced 
to live in run-down and unhygienic
housing facilities. Restrictions, prohibitions and harassments dominated all aspects of life. In many chambers of 
the fortress, people were not allowed to leave a sector covering only some few square kilometres. The possibility 
to search for work to earn one‘s living was restricted by prohibitions in many places and often, there were centra-
lized prescriptions concerning which food people should get. Irrationial ideologies of surveillance could sometimes 
develop absurd forms: in case of a partnership with a long settled Fortezzian person, authorities interfered even 
into spheres of intimacy to investigate whether the partnership was “real”, in order to make sure that solidarity, 
instead of intended intercourse, could not be the reason for establishing this liaison. Bureaucratic bareers and ra-
cist discriminations made life even more complicated for newly arriving persons. State officials whose only con-
cern was the surveillance of society (“police”) stood for harassments that made new inhabitants feel for sure that 
they were not considered to be part of the society. Moreover, there was the constant threat to be discplaced out 
of the fortress, meaning that people could be torn, most times at night, by total surprise, out of their daily lives. 
The most extreme form of social exclusion inside the fortress can be seen in a high number of confirmed cases 
of attacks, assaults and pogroms carried out by right wing misantropists.

Documents and reports by Nebojsa Mladenovic, skilled 
Rom from Serbija, and C., activist from Nigeria.

Two vienese contemporary witnesses:

„Right from day one that you enlist yourself as 
an asylum seeker, you are suddenly within the 
confinement of a wall that protectively sur-
rounds you as well as imprison you, a house that 
harshly accommodates you and paints a picture 
of how your existence in the country would be 
like.
They will welcome you and also provide you a 
social worker whose aim is to work against you 
to ensure that you loose your fighting chances 
that would earn you the rights to stay and they 
also expect you to be thankful for that. 
Why would anyone cut off every possible me-
ans of survival from another man, because he or 
she is a foreigner? Why would a legal councilor 
be paid to keep a fellow man illegal in a land? 
Why does the asylum authorities change one‘s 
statements simply to keep you illegal? 
I think these are inhuman activities which helpe keep other peo-
ple under intense pressure. Words don‘t express your love, you need 
to prove it. All what has been shown so far by the European Border 
Policies represent repression and hate at all local levels. Every im-
migrant is quick to learn that the continent is naturally cold, so 
much as the attitude of the authorities that governs her.“[C.]
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Convictions and ideologies

Differentialism and 
fortress mind-set

Although Fortezzianism, in 
its propaganda, presented 
itself as “democratic” and 
“humanistic”, racism and 
exclusion occurred perma-
nently, manifesting them-
selves, on the one hand, in 
daily confrontations, but 
also being deeply rooted 
within the political system. 
For example, the “gene-
ral right to vote” was not 
applied for newly arriving 
migrants. 

About the INequality of humans

The believes of the inhabitants of the fortress were based on the concepts of differenti-
alism. Thus, differences were attributed to arbitrarily constructed groups. The fact that 
these categories were mostly defined corresponding to political interests was ignored, so 
that, in Fortezzian ideology, they could be considered as something “natural” and “unch-
angeable”. So, everything contrary to the inconsistent Fortezzian convictions was segre-
gated as something “strange” and/or  “ominous”. So, for example, the latent fear of many 
long settled persons that unjustly acquired colonial “possessions” could be challenged cul-
minated in open hostility against new-Fortezzians. In fact, social inequalities existed also 
between long settled inhabitants of the fortress. But the fortress mind-set offered simple 
explanations, putting the blame for real problems on migrants.  

Agitation against migrants in the leftist-liberal (Almanya), right-wing conservative (Avusturia) and fascist (Italia) press.
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The collapse of Fortress Europe

Antagonisms and 
resistances... 

Already during the 
high Fortezzian age, 
the first internal and 
external symptoms of 
decay became appa-
rent, paving the way 
for the beginning of the 
post-Fortezzian age. 
Infuenced by the Gre-
at  Crisis at the begin-
ning of the 21st cen-
tury O.E.C., political 
and economic antago-
nisms were growing 
within the system of 
the fortress. With the 
constructions of ine-
quality becoming wor-
se, new anti-Fortezzian 
movements were given 
rise. At the same time, 
reactionary Fortezzi-
an forces lost support 
within the populations 
who had been refined 
by the crisis.   

Dismantling of the fortress

Although Fortezzian executive forces had the most modern surveillan-
ce technology ever existing at their disposal, they never succeeded to 
achieve total control. Fences, strongholds, paramilitary forces and batt-
le ships had, the enormous death toll notwithstanding, not succeed on 
the long run to prevent the movement of people. The ambition to segre-
gate people according to “origin”, “nation”, “ethnicity”, “culture” or “co-
lour of skin pigments”, as absurd as it may appear nowadays, became 
more and more inconsistent with the experiences and the knowledge of 
a society whose members had come from many parts of the world. The 
alleged invincibility of Fortress Europe is fading in the memories of to-
day‘s generations like the economies of slavery, the feudal monarchies, 
the patriarchal order of gender, capitalism and the colonial period.  

Migrants on strike in Greece 2011

Airline ticket 
(dating from the year 2011 O.E.C.). 
Entitled persons to move by airpla-
ne. Had to be purchased. 

Ladder. 
This climbing tool, made of wood or 
metal, served for climbing over barri-
ers, like border fences in the avrupean 
enclaves Ceuta and Melilla on the Af-
rican continent.

Graphical reconstructions of artefacts 
used for dismantling the fortress.

Megaphone. Was used compa-
rably to a mobile microphone to 
amplify voices artificially in order 
to make oneself heard. In this way, 
it was tried to gain infuence on pu-
blic opinions and political descisi-
on making.

Scanner. With this electric tool, identity 
cards were produced according to indivi-
dual needs. These practices were forbid-
den during the early 21st century O.E.C.

Wedding rings. 
Spiritual artefacts and lucky charms 
that could, following the traditions of 
the inhabitants of the fortress, facilita-
te entry or prevent deportations. Per-
sonal relations and solidarity played 
an important role for the permeabili-
ty of the borders of the fortress. 

Boat. Used for passing the moat. For 
many people, this awkward passage 
through troubled waters ended with 
death.

„Angry undocumented persons“.
Protests against racist laws in 
France.
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